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PanelMate Power Pro Version 2.21 
Release (Upgrade) Notes 
 
Part Number: 01-50581-00 
March 31, 2003 
 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.21 * 
 
1. The Recipe Management Application Kit for PanelMate ePro XE and X1 models has been updated to 

extend the maximum number of recipe files from 50 to 500.  In order to support this new capacity a new 
version of the Sample.PPS file has been placed in the “PM\Kits\Sample” directory of the CD.  This new 
configuration file includes new Basic and Advanced Recipe pages for users to copy into their ePro 
configurations after they’ve imported the Sample.PPS file.  These pages contain new pushbuttons for 
Page Up, Page Down, Go to Beginning, and Go to End to allow for fast navigation of the recipe list by 
the operator.  When you install the ePro Application Kits on your development PC an updated 
“Recipe.OIS” file will be placed in the “Program Files\Cutler-Hammer\PanelMate Application Kits” 
directory.  This file contains the changes to the ePro Recipe Management program that support the new 
features. 
 

2. This version of the PanelMate Power Pro Configuration Software CD contains the demo files from the D:\ 
drive for all of the ePro and ePro XE models as well as the new ePro X1 models.  These directories, 
containing all of the demo configurations and demo support files, are located under the CD’s 
“PM\Demos” directory. The new ePro X1 models are similar to the ePro XE models except that they are 
licensed for a single Application Kit.  On the X1 models the user can select one of three application kits 
to activate – Recipe Manager, Document Viewer, or Headline Manager.  This release also supports the 
new “– OPC” option for all ePro models.  The “-OPC” option has a pre-activated single Kepware OPC 
driver license.  This means that users who purchase the ePro “-OPC” models will no longer have to go 
through the license activation process required of Kepware OPC servers, they merely install the 
Kepware OPC Server and driver of their choice from the Kepware CD and the ePro is automatically 
licensed and ready to go.  It also means that users may install multiple Kepware OPC drivers on an ePro 
and then run different PanelMate configurations that utilize any one of those drivers, one driver per 
configuration (PPS file). 
 

 
* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.21 * 
 
1. There were no other changes made to this version. 
 
 
* INSTALLATION ISSUES IN VERSION 2.21 * 
 
1. At the end of the installation of the Windows NT Runtime Executive for PanelMate PC Pro, the user is 

prompted to install the PanelMate Fonts from the PMCONFIG\NTFONTS directory and to reboot the PC 
prior to running PanelMate PC Pro.  These instructions must be followed for proper PanelMate PC 
Pro runtime operation.  The fonts may be installed by either using the Fonts setup from Control Panel 
or by copying the PanelMate fonts to the WINNT\Fonts directory using Explorer or My Computer.  For 
assistance, refer to your Windows NT online help, go to the Index tab and then to Installing:fonts – To 
install a new font to your computer. 

 
2. In PanelMate PC Pro the runtime hardware key will not be recognized if the PC is not rebooted following 

software installation, and the system will indicate that it is in Demo Mode.  Reboot the PC following 
installation and the hardware key will be properly recognized. 

 
3. If you have Excel installed on your development PC and wish to use it to edit the Comma-Separated-

Variable (.CSV) files used by the Configuration Editor for PLC Tag File support, you may have to add a 
"Path" command to your autoexec.bat file.  If Excel is installed in a path that contains spaces anywhere 
in the pathname or contains more than 8 characters in a directory name (default path is "C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft Office\Office" which has a space in two of the directories of the path) then the path must 
be specified in a command in the autoexec.bat file (see the path command description in your Windows 
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help file).  On Windows NT systems you may alternately add the path to the end of the path variable in 
the Environment tab of the System tool, in Control Panel. 
 

4. The setup utility will add or modify a [Paradox Engine] section in the Win.ini file.  If other software 
packages have been previously installed which also use a Paradox database runtime engine they may 
be affected by the PanelMate editor installation.  For this reason the setup utility automatically backs up 
your old Win.ini file. 

 
5. If the display driver of your PC does not support 256-color mode, or if 256-color mode is not selected, 

then the configuration editor will not correctly display the blinking colors that will be seen by the online 
PanelMate unit.  If you wish to view the blinking colors properly, you may temporarily modify the display 
properties of your PC to run in 256-color mode prior to opening the PanelMate editor to correct this. 

 
 
* UPGRADE ISSUES IN VERSION 2.21 * 
 
1. If you attempt to open a pre-existing database you may be prompted to upgrade the database.  Once 

upgraded, you will no longer be able to edit that database with a previous version of the PanelMate 
editor.  If you attempt to open it with an earlier editor, you will either be told that "The database is 
located on a network and locked by another user or the lock file is corrupt", or the database will appear 
empty even though it is not. However, prior to performing the database upgrade, the previous database 
is backed up in the directory under the \backup\VXXXCFGS path (where XXX represents the version of 
the previous database).  This backup may then be opened with the previous editor. 

 
2. If you are upgrading from a version of PanelMate Power Series older than V4.20 and your configuration 

includes Variable-Sized Control Buttons that change pages to the Alarm or Setup page, or if remote 
page change from the PLC is used to call the Alarm and Setup pages, the configuration and/or PLC 
program will need to be modified to call pages 10000 and 10001 respectively.  Previously, up until V4.0 
the page numbers were fixed at 100 and 101.  In V4.01 and V4.10 they were different between 
PanelMate standard and high capacity units and between PanelMate 1500s and all other Power Series 
models.  All PanelMates now use 10000 for the Alarm page and 10001 for the Setup page for these 
features.  Using standard PanelMate Get-Page functions to go to the Alarm and Setup pages are 
unchanged in all versions of software. 
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Recent PanelMate Power Pro Release Notes 
 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.20 * 
 
1. PanelMate PC Pro Runtime has been updated to support the new ePro TouchPanel (keypad) models.  

The new runtime allows users to operate PanelMate ePro TouchPanel units in either Matrix Mode or 
Mouse Mode.  When in Matrix Mode, the ePro TouchPanel operates in the same manner as traditional 
PanelMate TouchPanel units, using the 3 x 5 selection grid to select objects for pushbutton control or 
numeric entry.  The ePro TouchPanel unit can also be switched to Mouse Mode, which lets the 
Touchpad Area act like a mouse pad for cursor positioning with the Left Mouse button actuating template 
selection.  Mouse Mode gives users the ability to use the new ePro TouchPanel models for PanelMate 
PC Pro Runtime and application kits on the ePro XE models.  The new runtime software supports both 
modes, Matrix Mode for traditional PanelMate keypad emulation, and Mouse Mode for PanelMate PC 
mouse emulation and mouse control of 3rd party software. 

 
2. In both PanelMate Power Pro and PanelMate PC Pro/ePro the user can now configure PanelMate to 

allow single digit page change entry (using the Get Page function) on configurations with 10 pages or 
less (Pages 0 through 9 can have content, pages 10 or higher must be blank or nonexistent). This is 
accomplished by placing the following special purpose command in the Message Library: 
 
@Auto Detect Single Digit Page Entry. 

 
 
* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.20 * 
 
2. Corrected a problem where PanelMate Pro LT 1100 applications that used between 53 and 64 tags 

would fail to load because system scratch pad variables introduced in Executive Firmware Version 
6.10e1 had caused the tag count to exceed the 64-tag limit.  The tag count no longer includes these local 
scratchpad variables. 
 

3. Corrected a problem with device names and control button labels being truncated during import. The 
problem occurred when the there was an embedded carriage return in the string and the number of 
characters before the carriage return exceeded the maximum displayable line length. 
 
e.g. – In a single width readout template, the device name can display 10 characters on the first line and 
12 characters on the second line. If the device name being imported was ‘abcdefghijk<CR>123456789’ it 
would be changed into ‘abcdefghij<CR>k’. 

 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.10 SR1 * 
 
1. Updates to the PLC Direct (Automation Direct) driver have been made to support GY data types as well 

as communication baud rates up to 38.4Kbaud.  The new driver version is 5.02.  In addition to the 
PanelMate Power Pro driver changes, this new driver version is available for the first time for PanelMate 
PC Pro with this release. 

 
2. String data type support has been added to the PanelMate PC Pro OPC client.  String data can now be 

displayed using a variable-sized display template (message template) by placing the string variable 
reference in the Message Expression. 

 
 
* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.10 SR1 * 
 
1. Corrected a problem where numeric entry on password or keyswitch protected templates could be 

accessed without satisfying the security requirements configured for the template. 
 

2. Corrected a problem where issuing writes to target word locations with a type cast different than the 
default type ( Eg. [40230#U32] ) could result in incorrect data being written to the PLC when using the 
native PanelMate PC Pro drivers. 
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3. Corrected a problem where any RS485 PLC communication driver could stop communicating.  The 
correction was made in the new Executive Firmware. 
 

 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.10 * 
 
1. The new PanelMate ePro XE applications kits and runtime support has been added in this version.  The 

four application kits included for ePro XE (eXtended Edition) and ePro SE (Special Edition) are: 
 
Recipe Management – Provides the ability to download groups of parameter values to one or more 
PLC’s with a single pushbutton.  Recipes are stored in Microsoft Excel compatible .CSV files and located 
either locally on the ePro, or remotely on a file server accessed over Ethernet. 
 
Document Viewer – Provides the ability to browse various file types in a secure graphical user interface 
that uses Internet Explorer and Adobe Acrobat Reader to give operators access to information located 
locally or remotely over Ethernet.  Supported file types include .TXT, .PDF, .JPG, .HTM and .HTML files.  
The browser home page is a standard .HTM file and is user configurable from any web development tool 
such as Microsoft FrontPage, Macromedia DreamWeaver, etc.  Only those Intranet/Internet web 
locations and files referenced by the hyperlinks and URL’s from the home page or setup utility can be 
accessed by the operator. 
 
Headline Manager – Provides the ability to send PanelMate messages from the Message Library to a 
serial text display unit while also providing pop-up windows on the ePro to display the messages locally.  
Messages can be formatted to control unique characteristics of the target message display device and 
message prefixes and suffixes as well as message initialization and message clear strings can also be 
defined.  Multiple headlines can be configured to run simultaneously with each headline monitoring 
separate PLC registers for headline triggering. 
 
Trend Viewer – Provides high-speed real-time trending in an extremely flexible package.  Features 
include, on-screen value display, online parameter and time scaling changes, forward/backward time 
scrolling, statistical analysis, histogram display, X/Y plots and scatter diagrams, data export to Microsoft 
Excel compatible .CSV file format, plus much more.  Simple setup of trend parameters allows fast 
creation of desired trend charts which are automatically started with system power up.  The optional  
 
Trend Historian package can be used to archive data on a file server connected to the ePro via 
Ethernet so that the Trend Viewer can be used to view historical data in addition to the real-time data. 
 
These kits can now be installed to an ePro XE or SE (Note: they are pre-installed on the ePro XE) from 
the Power Pro Software installation CD by selecting “Install PanelMate Kits” from the “Install Software” 
menu selection.  You can also install the documentation, support files, and configuration tools to a 
development PC using this same selection. 
 
 

* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.10 * 
 
1. A problem with the GE Genius driver that causes extremely slow performance on PanelMate Power Pro 

units with the new video processor chip has been corrected with the new version of the driver, V4.11. 
 
2. When using tags from Allen Bradley ControlLogix PLC’s that contained square brackets for array indices 

(Example: tagname[25]) several issues arose with tag file features such as “Reference è Tags” 
replacement, and creation of “New” tag files because the last square bracket was erroneously stripped 
by the software.  Those issues have been corrected and the tag features work correctly with all array 
data types. 
 

3. Support for the ControlNet and Generic drivers for PanelMate Power Pro have been dropped with this 
release.  If you have questions regarding these two drivers contact your sales or technical support 
channel. 
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* INSTALLATION ISSUES IN VERSION 2.10 * 
 
1. At the end of the installation of the Windows NT Runtime Executive for PanelMate PC Pro, the user is 

prompted to install the PanelMate Fonts from the PMCONFIG\NTFONTS directory and to reboot the PC 
prior to running PanelMate PC Pro.  These instructions must be followed for proper PanelMate PC 
Pro runtime operation.  The fonts may be installed by either using the Fonts setup from Control Panel 
or by copying the PanelMate fonts to the WINNT\Fonts directory using Explorer or My Computer.  For 
assistance, refer to your Windows NT online help, go to the Index tab and then to Installing:fonts – To 
install a new font to your computer. 
 

2. In PanelMate PC Pro the runtime hardware key will not be recognized if the PC is not rebooted following 
software installation, and the system will indicate that it is in Demo Mode.  Reboot the PC or restart the 
Sentinel device from the Devices Icon in Control Panel following installation and the hardware key will be 
properly recognized. 
 

3. If you have Excel installed on your development PC and wish to use it to edit the Comma-Separated-
Variable (.CSV) files used by the Configuration Editor for PLC Tag File support, you may have to add a 
"Path" command to your autoexec.bat file.  If Excel is installed in a path that contains spaces anywhere 
in the pathname or contains more than 8 characters in a directory name (default path is "C:\Program 
Files\Microsoft Office\Office" which has a space in two of the directories of the path) then the path must 
be specified in a command in the autoexec.bat file (see the path command description in your Windows 
help file).  On Windows NT systems you may alternately add the path to the end of the path variable in 
the Environment tab of the System tool, in Control Panel. 
 

4. The setup utility will add or modify a [Paradox Engine] section in the Win.ini file.  If other software 
packages have been previously installed which also use a Paradox database runtime engine they may 
be affected by the PanelMate editor installation.  For this reason the setup utility automatically backs up 
your old Win.ini file.  For tips on running PanelMate with other Paradox database users refer to Tool Tip 
#13 from the Cutler-Hammer Customer Support web site or FAXBack system. 
 

5. If the display driver of your PC does not support 256-color mode, or if 256-color mode is not selected, 
then the configuration editor will not correctly display the blinking colors that will be seen by the online 
PanelMate unit.  If you wish to view the blinking colors properly, you may temporarily modify the display 
properties of your PC to run in 256-color mode prior to opening the PanelMate editor to correct this. 
 

 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.03 * 
 
1. The new Omron driver (V4.92) for PanelMate Power Pro models is included and for the first time a 

PanelMate PC Pro version of this driver is included in this release. This updated interface supports the 
newer Omron PLC models and data areas in the CS-Series, the CV-Series, the CQ-Series, and the C-
Series PLCs.  It appears in the driver pulldown list of the PLC Name and Port Table as Omron Open 
Host Link. 
 

2. Added the PanelMate ePro Users Manual to the documentation PDF files supplied with the software CD. 
 

3. Updated the Allen Bradley driver set for serial, DH/DH+, DH-485, and RIO communications to support 
the newest versions of the MicroLogix 1000 PLCs 

 
 
* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.03 * 
 
PanelMate Power Pro Editor –  
 
1. Expressions that contained multiple references were parsed incorrectly when generating a CSV tag file. 

This problem also occurred when exporting a configuration that used the ControlNet UCS driver resulting 
in incorrect logical and math expressions.  This issue has been fixed in this load. 

. 
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PanelMate Power Pro Executive –  
 
1. Corrected the CSM transfer function so that it will now support transferring a PPS file that is greater than 

128Kb and less than or equal to 240Kb to a PanelMate Power Pro unit that is in alternate configuration 
mode. 

 
2. If, during numeric entry, an input value expression was not between –2147483648 and 21474836487 for 

a target word address was not a floating-point data type, the unit would watchdog.  This problem has 
been addressed in this load. 

 
PanelMate PC Pro Runtime –  
 
1. Corrected several memory leaks that occurred during runtime that improve application reliability.  The 

first was related to drawing issues with the color palette and affected all PanelMate PC and PC Pro 
Runtime users.  The second was specific to the PanelMate PC Pro OPC client interface and only 
affected OPC client applications.  Affected applications would consume more and more system memory 
over time, eventually causing “Out of Virtual Memory” errors that would require a system reboot to 
correct. 

 
PanelMate PC Pro Cutler-Hammer and Allen Bradley Drivers–  
 
1.   Corrected the installation programs of these two drivers to correctly set the Windows registry to launch 

the AB DH/DH+ driver and the NetSolver driver (for both NetSolver and Steeplechase VLC) at low 
priority. 

 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.02 * 
 
1. The new ControlNet driver (V4.81) for PanelMate Power Pro models is included for the first time in this 

release. This new interface uses our new ControlNet network interface module and software driver that 
turns PanelMate Power Pro into a peer communications device on a ControlNet network.  PanelMate 
Power Pro uses the unscheduled messaging band on a ControlNet network to poll information from and 
write operator actions to PLC-5’s and ControlLogix processors.  Because this new driver is a peer device 
on ControlNet, no configuration is required in the PLC or through RSNetworx to support PanelMate 
communications.  This makes PanelMate Power Pro the easiest operator interface to connect onto 
ControlNet ever. It is important to note that because of the unique COM interface that is used to validate 
ControlNet addressing, and to create the personality/memory map that gets loaded into the ControlNet 
Interface card at runtime, the Power Pro editor support for the ControlNet driver will only install and 
operate on Windows NT workstations.  This means that to create configurations and download the driver 
that use the ControlNet driver and card, the PanelMate Power Pro editor must be running on a Windows 
NT workstation (not Window 95/98 or ME, and not Windows 2000). 

 
2. Alarms can now be displayed with both date and time on PanelMate Power Pro and PanelMate PC Pro 

applications.  This option is controlled through a scratchpad variable named alarmdatestamp.  If the 
value of this variable is zero, then alarms display as they always have in PanelMate with the time stamp 
format of HH:MM:SS (hour:minutes:seconds).  If the value of this variable is set to one, then alarms will 
display in a new timestamp format of HH:MM MM/DD (hour:minutes month/day).  If the value of this 
variable is set to two, then alarms will display in the new timestamp format of HH:MM:SS MM/DD 
(hour:minutes:seconds month/day).  This variable can be altered dynamically in the application with 
numeric entry in a readout template that writes to the variable [sp,alarmdatestamp].  To initialize this 
parameter so that the date is always shown with alarm messages, place the following message 
somewhere in the Message Library:  @[sp,alarmdatestamp;U32;1], (or @[sp,alarmdatestamp 
;U32;2]).  This will initialize the variable as an unsigned 32 bit data type with an initial value of 1 (or 2) 

 
3. An alarm counter can now be configured on PanelMate PC Pro which increments with each new alarm 

that triggers in the PanelMate alarm stack.  This variable can be sent to a PLC address for remote alarm 
annunciation from the PLC.  The alarm counter is an internal scratchpad variable named alarmcount.  
This variable can be created and configured to be written to a PLC address in a single Message Library 
entry.  For example, if you want to send the variable to register 40350 in a Modicon PLC named Mod1 in 
the PanelMate PLC Name and Port table, create the following message somewhere in the Message 
Library:  @[Mod1,40350] = [sp,alarmcount;U32;0] (Note, since the system creates scratchpad 
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variables as U32 data type by default with an initial value of 0, it is perfectly okay to just place 
[sp,alarmcount] on the right side of the equal sign).  This will create the scratchpad variable as an 
unsigned 32-bit type initialized to zero and write the alarm count value into the Modicon register each 
time a new alarm occurs in PanelMate.  The logic in the PLC can then drive alarm annunciation 
whenever the register value changes. 

 
4. PanelMate PC Pro can now be configured to use the Windows NT/2000 Event Log (Application Event 

type) and Event Viewer to log and view PanelMate PC Pro startup and communication errors.  The 
internal scratchpad variable used to enable logging to the Windows Event Log is eventlog.  When the 
value of eventlog is set to one, all communication errors will be logged.  When set to zero, no logging 
will occur.  In addition to logging communication errors, PanelMate PC Pro will also write a success audit 
event into the log whenever it is started up and shut down and will log any errors such as address 
parsing errors while PanelMate PC is starting up.  To configure writing to the event log, place the 
following message somewhere in the Message Library:  @[sp,eventlog;U32;1]  This will initialize the 
variable as an unsigned 32-bit type with an initial value of 1.  It is important that the event log be 
configured to overwrite/delete old events from the log when the log becomes full.  To do this in Windows 
NT start the event viewer with the “Start – Programs – Administrative Tools (Common) – Event Viewer”, 
choose the application log with the menu selection “Log – Application” and modify the settings with the 
menu selection “Log – Log Settings”.  In the Event Log Settings window choose the “Change Settings 
For Application Log”.  You can choose to increase the “Maximum Log Size” setting from the default 512 
Kbytes if desirable, then select the “Event Log Wrapping” setting to “Overwrite Events as Needed”.  This 
will make sure that the user won’t encounter an “Event Log Full” error while online.  For Windows 2000 
applications this setup is done by opening “Control Panel” (Start – Settings – Control Panel), opening the 
Event Viewer from Control Panel, then right-clicking the Application Log icon in the left Window pane and 
choosing “Properties”. 

 
5. PanelMate PC Pro users can now choose to turn off the red communications error banner at the bottom 

of the PanelMate page and use the Event Log exclusively for tracking communication errors.  The 
internal scratchpad variable used to disable the communications error banner is commerrorline.  When 
the value of commerrorline is set to zero, the communications error banner is hidden.  When the value 
is set to one, the banner is displayed as usual.  To initialize PanelMate PC Pro to hide the 
communications error banner, place the following message somewhere in the Message Library:  
@[sp,commerrorline;U32;0]  This will initialize the variable as an unsigned 32-bit type with a value of 0, 
disabling the communications error banner. 

 
6. The MOD410 serial driver has been added to the Modicon Driver suite for PanelMate Power Pro.  This 

driver allows PanelMate Power Pro units to communicate with the Modicon 410 Intelligent Brushless 
Servo Controller. 
 

* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.02 SR1 * 
 
PanelMate PC Pro Runtime –  
 
1. There were several issues with PanelMate PC or PC Pro applications that used page numbers above 99.  

If alarms were configured on those 3-digit page numbers the page number would not display the 3rd digit 
in the alarm message or on the page status banner.  On cleared alarms the 3rd digit of the page number 
would show as the first digit of the time field.  On configurations with flexible page layout enabled, 
acknowledged and cleared alarms in the alarm window would write into the area occupied by the Default 
Buttons.  These issues have all been fixed in this load. 

 
PanelMate Power Pro Executive –  
 
1.   In some rare instances the PanelMate Power Pro would watchdog when going online with a very large 

application while creating blockreads. The problem was caused by memory fragmentation that occurs 
under OS9 that would prevent the executive software from accessing the memory required to load the 
application. This would cause it to crash with an out-of-memory error.  This issue has been addressed in 
this load 
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* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.01 SR1 * 
 
Configuration Storage Module Transfer Utility –  
 
1. Certain sized configurations would not successfully transfer from the Configuration Storage Module to 

the PanelMate Power Series or Power Pro unit (where byte size divided by 4 returned a remainder of 1).  
These configurations transferred properly when downloaded directly from the PC but failed from the 
CSM.  This has been fixed in the Power Pro Executive Firmware. 

 
PanelMate Power Pro Online and PanelMate PC Pro Runtime –  
 
1. The popup entry keypad would fail to activate in Touchscreen applications where Line Trend templates 

that included numeric entry were selected.  The popup entry keypad now works correctly in the Line 
Trend template. 

 
2. Writing to floating point values in V2.01 Executive or PC Runtime online versions caused watchdog 

timeout errors on Power Pro units and Dr. Watson errors on PanelMate PC units.  This has been 
corrected in this service release. 

 
PanelMate PC Pro Runtime Only –  
 
1. Data served through the PanelMate PC DDE Server to a DDE client would sometimes have erroneous 

data appended to the end of the data string.  This has been corrected in this service release. 
 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.01 * 
 
1. The new PROFIBUS DP driver (V4.80) for PanelMate Power Pro models is included for the first time in 

this release. This new interface uses our previously released PROFIBUS slave card and a new 
PROFIBUS software driver that greatly simplifies the use of PanelMate Power Pro as a slave device on a 
PROFIBUS DP network.  The new driver offers four easy-to-implement options for configuring 
PanelMate Power Pro as a simple PROFIBUS DP slave device with up to 184 bytes each of input and 
output data. 
 
 

2. The Transfer Utility has been updated to support the transfer of I/O Reference options to PanelMate Pro 
LT 1100 models from the Parallel Port hardware key (Part #’s 1100TAG1, 1100TAG5, 1100TAG10, and 
1100TAG50).  These I/O reference options allow the user to increase the number of tags supported by 
an 1100 in increments of 64 references up to a maximum of 512 reference points.  The “Option Source 
Location” in the “Options” tab of the Transfer Utility now allows the user to select the Hardware Key to 
download I/O Reference options to the 1100. 

 
 
* ENHANCEMENTS ADDED TO VERSION 2.00 * 
 
1. PanelMate Power Pro software now supports configuration of the new PanelMate Pro LT 1100 models.  

This new group of PanelMate models offers cost-effective solutions for small operator interface 
applications yet can be easily scaled upwards to accommodate medium sized applications.  PanelMate 
Pro LT 1100 users give up virtually nothing in the way of functionality, performance, or display resolution.  
The primary limitation compared to full Power Pro models is the number of unique I/O references or tags 
that can be used in a configuration.  The base 1100 unit can accommodate 64 unique references but can 
be easily upgraded to increase that reference count by groups of 64 references up to a total of 512.  This 
inherent scalability is unique in PanelMate’s competitive market segment. 

 
2. All Allen-Bradley drivers, serial, DH/DH+, DH-485, and Remote I/O, now fully support communications to 

MicroLogix 1200 and 1500 models. 
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* ISSUES ADDRESSED IN VERSION 2.00 * 
 
PanelMate Power Pro Configuration Editor –  

 
1. When generating a tag file from a configuration that contained addresses with array indexes the trailing 

closing bracket would be truncated in the .CSV file.  (Example: The tag/ref generated for testref[1] was 
testref[1  ).  The trailing closing bracket is no longer truncated and all tags are now generated correctly. 
 

2. When viewing the Configuration Properties page of a configuration saved after January 1st 2000, the 
date of the configuration would display the year as 1900 when using the four-character year selection in 
the Short Date Style of Window’s Regional Settings (in Control Panel).  If using the two-character 
selection in the short date format, the year would display with two digits where the first digit displayed a 
random character and the second digit displayed the year (0).  The software now correctly saves and in 
turn, correctly displays the date the configuration was last saved regardless of the Short Date Style 
selected. 

 
PanelMate Power Pro Online and PanelMate PC Pro Runtime –  
 
1. Configurations that contained a very large input value expression (long tag names used within entry limit 

checking expressions) would fail to load online and generate Watchdog failures (Power Series/Pro) or 
Dr. Watson errors (PanelMate PC Pro) when the page containing that expression was loaded.  Those 
configurations will now go online without error. 
 

2. If a configuration was exported from a Windows PC whose “Control Panel – Regional Settings – Date – 
Short Date Style” is set for 4 digit year display, the date of the configuration shown when going to online 
mode or when viewing configuration information through the “Display System Info” function would only 
show the first two digits of the year.  For example if the date of the configuration file was 9/24/2000 it 
would have been displayed as 9/24/20.  It now correctly displays the date the configuration was exported 
regardless of the Short Date Style selected. 


